There is a growing interest on formal methodsbased robotic motion planning for temporal logic objectives. In this work, we extend the scope of existing synthesis methods to hyper-temporal logics. We are motivated by the fact that important planning objectives, such as optimality, robustness, and privacy, (maybe implicitly) involve the interrelation between multiple paths; such objectives are thus hyperproperties, and cannot be expressed with usual temporal logics like the linear temporal logic (LTL). We show that such hyperproperties can be expressed by HyperLTL, an extension of LTL to multiple paths. To handle the complexity of motion planning with HyperLTL specifications, we introduce a symbolic approach for synthesizing planning strategies on discrete transition systems. Our planning method is evaluated on several case studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The past decade has seen an increasing interest on robotic path/motion planning problems from temporal logic objectives (e.g., [1] , [2] ). Using temporal logics, such as the linear temporal logic (LTL) [3] - [5] , a wide class of objectives beyond reachability can be defined, such as infinite recurrence, complex dependency of many tasks [6] , and time-dependent formations of multiple robotics [7] - [9] .
However, temporal logics commonly used in robotics (e.g., for motion planning) can only specify properties for individual executions (i.e., paths). This effectively prevents them from capturing important motion planning objectives, such as optimality, robustness, and privacy/opacity, that involve interrelations between multiple paths. For example, for a derived plan to be optimal from the mission-time perspective, the synthesis objective should ask for an existence of a path π such that all other paths π make no better than π.
Such objectives specifying the interrelations of multiple paths are called hyperproperties [10] . To formally reason about hyperproperties over time, hyper-temporal logics, such as HyperLTL [11] , are needed. Specifically, HyperLTL adds to LTL with a set of path variables to denote individual paths, and associates each atomic proposition with a path variable to indicate on which path it should hold. HyperLTL also allows for the "exists" ∃ and "for all" ∀ quantifications of the path variables, which enables specifying relevant planning objectives such as the described motion planning optimality requirement that employs ∃π∀π quantifiers.
In this work, we show the effectiveness of using hyper temporal logics for synthesizing motion planning strategies This work is sponsored in part by the ONR under agreements N00014-17-1-2012 and N00014-17-1-2504, AFOSR under the award number FA9550- 19 with strong performance (e.g., optimality), robustness, and privacy guarantees. Specifically, we study the motion planning from HyperLTL objectives on a commonly used modeling formalism -discrete transition system (DTS), where the states are discrete and the transitions are driven by actions. This model be viewed as the high-level discrete abstraction of the full workspace [7] , [8] , that is obtained by the low-level explorations, like RRT or probabilistic roadmaps [12] , or from the abstraction and simulation [1] .
For finite-state discrete models like finite-state DTS, feasible strategies for temporal logic objectives, such as LTL, can be synthesized using automata-theoretic model checking (e.g., [1] , [13] - [15] ). Specifically, the objective is first converted to an automaton, and then the strategy-search is done on the intersection of the automaton and the discrete system model. However, this approach is extremely computationally intensive for HyperLTL objectives, since the possible quantifier alternation, e.g., ∃π∀π for optimality objectives, dramatically increases the state of the corresponding automata. In addition, to keep track of the n paths involved in ϕ (e.g., n = 2 for the optimality objectives since they employ two path variables π and π , as we formally introduce in Eq. (2)), the derived automata is to be intersected with the n-fold self-product of the model. As a result, in the formal methods community, automata-theoretic model checking of HyperLTL is mainly confined to quantifier-alternation-free objectives [16] .
Consequently, to mitigate the state explosion for HyperLTL objectives in robotic motion planning, in this work, we adopt a symbolic approach for synthesizing strategies via SMT solvers [17] , [18] . Specifically, the dynamics of the DTS model is converted into a set of logic formulas, and feasible strategies should satisfy the conjunction the HyperLTL objectives and the model dynamics. This conjunction is a first-order logic formula whose solution can be obtained by using off-the-shelf SMT solvers such as Z3 [19] , Yices [20] or CVC4 [21] . As with previous work on symbolic synthesis from regular LTL (e.g., [6] , [18] , [22] , [23] ), we focus on HyperLTL objectives with a bounded time horizon T , which we referred to as HyperLTLf.
Compared to the automata-theoretic approach, the symbolic synthesis method yields a more compact representation of regular motion planning models, reducing synthesis complexity by avoiding constructing the n-fold self product [6] , [22] ; it can even handle motion planning on DTS with infinite states [23] , [24] . We show by case studies that our symbolic synthesis approach effectively handles motion planning problems with hyper temporal logic objectives, deriving strategies with strong optimality, robustness, and privacy/opacity guarantees. This paper is organized as follows. After preliminaries in Section II, we show the need for the use of hyperproperties in motion planning (Section III). We then formulate our motion planning problem on discrete transition systems (Section IV), before showing how HyperLTL objectives should be employed to ensure optimality, robustness, and privacy/opacity of derived motion plans (Section V). We propose a symbolic synthesis method for the HyperLTL objectives on the discrete transition systems in Section VI, and evaluate the proposed method on several case studies in Section VII. Finally, we conclude this work in Section VIII.
II. PRELIMINARIES The sets of integers and real numbers are denoted by N and R. The phrase "if and only if" is abbreviated as "iff". For n ∈ N, let N ∞ = N ∪ {∞} and [n] = {1, . . . , n}. The cardinality and the power set of a set are denoted by | · | and 2 · , and ∅ denotes the empty set.
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL): Let AP be a set of properties (atomic propositions) related to the planning objective. Formally, an LTL objective (i.e., specification) is constructed inductively by (the syntax)
For a planned path π : N → 2 AP , where π(t) is the set of properties satisfied at time t by π, satisfaction of an LTL formula on path π is checked recursively using (the semantics)
Roughly, a means a holds next, and a 1 U T a 2 means a 1 holds until a 1 holds before T . Other common logic operators are derived by Or: ϕ ∨ ϕ ≡ ¬(¬ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ ), Implies: ϕ ⇒ ϕ ≡ ¬ϕ ∨ ϕ
We also denote U ∞ , 3 ∞ , 2 ∞ by U, 3, 2, respectively. Using LTL, we can express a large class of planning objectives. For example, reaching point a 1 via reaching waypoint a 2 can be expressed in LTL by 3(a 1 ∧ 3a 2 ). The navigation task of always returning to the point a 1 within time T after leaving it, can be expressed as 2(a 1 ∧ 3 T a 1 ).
III. HYPERLOGICS FOR ROBOTICS MOTION PLANING
Although non-hyper temporal logics like LTL are very expressive in temporal relations, they can only do so for individual paths; e.g., whether a path π 1 in Figure 1 reaches the goal before hitting an obstacle. However, many important motion planning objectives involve the interrelation between multiple paths, and thus cannot be expressed by these nonhyper temporal logics. Yet, these objectives can be expressed in hyper temporal logics, where explicit quantifications over different paths are allowed. In this section, on several motivating examples, we show the need for the use of hyperproperties in robotic motion planning. Optimality of Synthesized Plans: A well-known shortcoming of LTL-based motion planning is the lack of support for optimality. For example, the objectives such as "reaching the goal with the shortest time" cannot be expressed in LTL, since reasoning about such objectives implicitly involves comparison of the optimal path and other paths. On the other hand, with explicit path quantifications, the objective is achieved by finding a path π such that ∃π. (π reaches goal)∧ ∀π . (π reaches goal) ⇒ (π reaches goal) .
(1)
Robustness of Synthesized Plans: An major concern for open-loop motion planning is robustness of the derived strategy. Specifically, (i) the assumed initial position may be inaccurate; (ii) an action may not be executed correctly due to faults or attacks. Yet, in many cases, the knowledge of the possible forms of inaccuracy, faults or attacks are available. Hyper temporal logics (e.g., HyperLTL) allow for incorporating this knowledge into the design objectives to preemptively synthesize strategies that are immune to those adversarial/environmental factors. For example, a robust strategy under disturbance is specified by ∃π∀π . π is derived by disturbing π ∧ π and π reach goal .
Motion Planning with Privacy/Opacity: A problem that has recently attracted significant attentions (e.g., [25] - [27] ) is ensuring location privacy in mobile navigation -i.e., keeping the individual locations private, even when they are partially shared to achieve coordinated planning (e.g., coverage). Opacity ensures location privacy by requiring that for a planned path, there exists (at least) another different path, such that the shared partial location information is identical for the two paths; hence, they are anonymized. An example is illustrated in Figure 1 , where a path is partially observed by whether the robot is in Region A, B, or C or it reaches the goal. Synthesizing an opaque motion planning strategy to reach the goal implies finding a path π (or equivalently π ) such that ∃π∃π . π and π are different paths ∧ π and π give identical observation ∧ π and π reach goal .
The paths π and π in Figure 1 are examples of privacypreserving paths, as they go through different regions, finally reaching the goal in the same pace; thus are indistinguishable.
IV. PLANNING ON DISCRETE TRANSITION SYSTEMS
In this work, we consider the motion planning on a discrete domain, which can be either the full model of a complex workspace or its high-level abstraction derived from either simulation relation [28] or random exploration [12] . On the domain, the robot motion is modeled by a discrete transition system (DTS), whose transitions are labeled by actions. A (open-loop) planning strategy str : N → A on the DTS s is given by an infinite sequence of action; clearly, for a finite time horizon planning problem, only a finite prefix of str takes effect. Given an initial state s 0 ∈ S of the DTS, under the strategy str, a path π : N → S can be generated, if π(t + 1) = T(π(t), str(t)) for all t ∈ N. The planning task is then finding a path π and corresponding strategy str such that objective ϕ is satisfied.
DTS Augmentation: The DTS M introduced in Definition 1 does not directly allow for reasoning over actions A M using the atomic propositions, which are only associated to states by L M . To formalize our discussion (especially in Section V-C), we introduce a mapping from M to an augmented DTS A by encoding into states the actions taken previously. 1 The procedure is similar to the conversion from Moore machines to finite state automata.
where ε stands for the empty sequence;
For example, the DTS M in Figure 2 is augmented to the DTS A in Figure 4 , where the actions L and R represent moving left and right. Following Definition 2, there is a correspondence between the paths of a DTS M and its augmented DTS A, as formalized below. To simplify our presentation, we include the states and actions of the initial DTS M as labels of the augmented 1 Encoding the next action could incur unnecessary nondeterminism. (ε, s 1 ) 
Thus, motion planning on a DTS M with objectives specified over both its states and actions, can be mapped into planning on the augmented DTS A with objectives specified only over states, which can then be formally defined through the labels.
For quantifier-alternation-free hyper temporal objectives, a strategy can be synthesized by feeding the augmented DTS and the objective solely over states to an automata-based model checker (e.g., SPIN [29] , or PRISM [30] ) with only a moderate modification (see [11] for details). For hyper objectives with alternating quantifiers, automata-based model checking is computational challenging; consequently, in the rest of the paper, we will adopt a symbolic model checking approach for control synthesis.
V. MOTION PLANNING FROM HYPERLTL SPECIFICATIONS
As shown in Section III, many important objectives in motion planning are hyperproperties that involve the interrelation of multiple paths. To formally express such objectives, in this section, we describe the logic HyperLTL [11] , which can be viewed as an extension of LTL to multiple paths. We then show how HyperLTL can be used for motion planning with hyper-objectives, such as optimality, robustness and privacy.
A. HyperLTL Syntax
HyperLTL allows for reasoning the interrelation of multiple paths by introducing a set of path variables Π = {π 1 , π 2 , . . .}, in which each path variable represents an individual paths. The atomic propositions are of the form a π , in which the meaning of a ∈ AP is similar to LTL, and the superscript π indicates that a should be checked on the path π. These atomic propositions a π are concatenated by logic operators (e.g., ¬, ∧, and U T ) as in LTL. Finally, all the path variables in the objectives are quantified by ∃ or ∀. Formally, HyperLTL objectives are defined inductively by the syntax:
where T ∈ N ∞ , a ∈ AP, and π ∈ Π. Other common logic operators are derived in the same way as in Section II.
B. HyperLTL Semantics
As a HyperLTL objective may contain multiple path variables, its satisfaction involves assigning concrete paths to all these path variables. Therefore, we define V : Π → (2 AP ) ω as an assignment for all possible path variables. The satisfaction relation for the HyperLTL path formulas is defined for V by:
where T ∈ N ∞ is a time horizon, and V (t) is the t-shift of the assignment V , defined by V (t) (π) = (V (π)) (t) for all path variables π ∈ Π. Other logic operators, like ∨, ⇒, 2 T , 3 T , U, 3 and 2 are defined as for the LTL in Section II. HyperLTL subsumes LTL: Any LTL objective can be expressed in HyperLTL. For example, (A, s 0 ) |= ϕ for an LTL objective ϕ on a augmented DTS A with the initial state s 0 , is expressed in HyperLTL by V |= ϕ π , where V (π) gives the path starting from s 0 of A, and ϕ π means adding superscript π to all atomic propositions in π.
HyperLTL is strictly more expressive than LTL: Although the meaning of the logic operators in HyperLTL are similar to those in LTL, the "until" U (and the "bounded until" U T ) in HyperLTL can be used between different paths. For example, HyperLTL allows a π1 1 U a π2 2 , meaning a 1 should hold on π 1 until a 2 should hold on π 2 . The satisfaction of a π1 1 U a π2 2 for the two paths π 1 and π 2 is illustrated in Figure 3 . Also, HyperLTL allows alternating path quantifiers, like ∃π 1 ∀π 2 . a π1 1 U a π2 2 , which means that we look for a path π 1 such that for any path π 2 (possibly different from π 1 ), the objective a π1 1 U a π2 2 should be satisfied. These "until among multiple paths" and "exists such that for all" cannot be expressed by LTL; thus, HyperLTL strictly subsumes LTL.
HyperLTLf: We derive the finite-time fragment of HyperLTL, referred to as HyperLTLf, by prohibiting the "unbounded until" U ∞ from the syntax in Section V-A. From the semantics in Section V-B, the satisfaction of HyperLTLf objectives can always be determined by a finite prefix of a path. In Section VI, we introduce a symbolic synthesis method for handling the HyperLTLf objectives.
C. Applications of HyperLTL for Motion Planning
We now show how HyperLTL (and HyperLTLf) can be used to formally express motion planning objectives with various types of robustness, optimality and privacy properties discussed in Section III. As a running example, consider the inner navigation on a map of 3 × 2 rooms ( Figure 5 ) where any two adjacent rooms are connected, s 1 is the start, and the goal is to reach either s 5 or s 6 ; a feasible path is shown with a thick solid line. The problem can be modeled by the DTS in Figure 6 , where each state represents a room and the actions L, R, U and D denote moving left, right, up and down. 1) Optimality: LTL objectives cannot specify optimal strategies, such as shortest or longest paths, as they implicitly involve comparison between multiple paths. For example, Fig. 6 . DTS model a path π 1 reaches a goal set g with the shortest time, if it reaches g before any other path π 2 HyperLTL can specify this property by 3 T (g π2 ⇒ 3 T g π1 ). Thus, the objective of synthesizing a strategy for reaching g from an initial state s 0 with the least steps for a time horizon T ∈ N ∞ is given by (6) and the objective for the longest path is captured by
In Figure 5 , it is easy to check that the strategy shown by the solid line satisfies the HyperLTL objective (6) for any π 2 , and therefore, it is the shortest path.
2) Robustness: HyperLTL enables capturing requirements for synthesizing a motion planning strategy, with its initial objectives achieved, is also robust to various types of uncertainties, and even faults and adversarial factors. Generally, let ϕ be an LTL objective to be robustly satisfied, and cls s0 (π 1 , π 2 ) and cls A (π 1 , π 2 ) be notions of "closeness" of the initial states and actions. Robust motion planning is defined by an objective that there exists a path π 1 such that, for any other path π 2 close to π 1 , the objective ϕ should still be satisfied:
where ϕ π is derived by replacing all the atomic propositions a in ϕ by a π . Depending on the different sources of uncertainty, we highlight the following notions of robustness.
• Initial-state robustness when the uncertainty comes not fully knowing the initial state -i.e, from replacing a predefined initial state s 0 to an arbitrary state from a set S 0 . In this case, we capture the objective of synthesizing an initial-state robust strategy for a time horizon T ∈ N ∞ for an LTL objective ϕ as the HyperLTL formula
Note that in (9) and the formulas below, "=" is not an arithmetic relation, but a simplification: a π1 = a π1 stands for a∈A (a π1 ∧ a π2 ). • Action robustness when the uncertainty comes from control faults -e.g., from replacing at most one action with another arbitrary action. Then, in HyperLTL, we capture the objective of synthesizing an action robust strategy for a time horizon T ∈ N ∞ for an LTL objective ϕ as the objective
Robustness to other types of action uncertainties (disturbances), such as at most N or no N successive replacements, can be similarly expressed in HyperLTL.
In Figure 5 , the strategy (first up then right) shown by the solid line is initial-state robust if the initial state is uncertain between s 0 and s 1 , because the same strategy generates another feasible path shown in the dashed line. However, the strategy is not action robust as the robot will not reach the goal, if either the first or second action is replaced.
3) Privacy/Opacity: Let sec(·) be a secret and obs(·) be a (partial) observation on a path. A opaque strategy satisfies that there exists at least two paths with the same observation but bearing different secrets, such that the secret of each path cannot be identified exactly only from the observation -i.e., ∃π 1 ∃π 2 . sec(π 1 ) = sec(π 2 ) ∧ obs(π 1 ) = obs(π 2 ) . (11)
Depending on the specific forms of the secrets and observations, we consider the following notions of privacy/opacity. • Initial-state opacity for fixed strategy [31] : Let the secret be the initial state of the path and observe whether the robot finally reaches a goal set g. Then, the objective of synthesizing an initial-state opaque strategy from the initial state s 0 for a time horizon T ∈ N ∞ can be captured by
• Current-state opacity [32] : Let the secret be the synthesized strategy, and the observation be the initial state and whether the path is currently in a set o. Then, the objective of synthesizing a current-state opaque strategy from the initial state s 0 for a time horizon T ∈ N ∞ is capture in HyperLTL as
The above formula requires that there are two different paths π 1 and π 2 , generated by two different strategies, such that they give the same observations; and any one of these two is a current-state opaque strategy. In Figure 5 , it is easy to check that the strategy shown by the solid line is not initial-state opaque. However, the strategy is current state private because of the existence of the strategy shown by the dotted line.
VI. STRATEGY SYNTHESIS
In this section, we introduce a symbolic approach for synthesizing strategies from HyperLTL objectives. Similarly to existing work on symbolic motion planning, such as [6] , [18] , [22] and references therein, we focus on HyperLTL objectives with bounded time horizons -i.e., HyperLTLf objectives.
Specifically, our framework for strategy synthesis from HyperLTLf objectives consists of three steps. First, we identify a required time horizon for synthesizing a strategy for a considered objective, as introduced in Section VI-A. Then, as presented in Section VI-B, by replacing the ∃ and ∀ quantifications over paths to that over a finite sequence of states and actions within the required horizon time, we convert the HyperLTL objective and the constraint of the DTS model on its path, into first-order logic formulas. Finally, the conjunction of the two formulas representing the system model and the synthesis objective, is solved using an off-theshelf SMT solver.
A. Computing Required Time Horizon
A HyperLTL objective contains multiple paths. Therefore, unlike with LTL formulas, the required time horizon may be different among the utilized path variables. Specifically, let H(ϕ, π) be the required time horizon for a path variable π in a HyperLTL objective ϕ. For an atomic proposition a π , the required time horizon is 0, if the path variable π appears in it, and −∞ otherwise -i.e., formally we define
. Furthermore, every "next" and "until" temporal operator employed in formula ϕ changes the required time horizon as captured by the following recursive rules H( ϕ, π) = H(ϕ, π) + 1,
Finally, the negation and quantification for path variables do not change the required time horizon -i.e., for any π , H(¬ϕ, π) = H(ϕ, π), H(∃π . ψ, π) = H(ψ, π), H(∀π . ψ, π) = H(ψ, π).
In the above rules, we follow the convention that x + (−∞) = x and max{x, −∞} = x for any x ∈ N. Also, for HyperLTLf objective ϕ, if a path variable π appears in ϕ, then its time horizon H(ϕ, π) is finite; otherwise, H(ϕ, π) = −∞.
B. Model Conversion for SMT-based Synthesis
Consider a HyperLTLf objective of the general form Q 1 π 1 . . . Q n π n . ϕ, where Q i ∈ {∃, ∀} for i ∈ [n]. For each path variable π i , let its required time horizon in the objective be H i = H(ϕ, π i ), where H(·, ·) is computed as described in Section VI-A. Then, the path quantifications over π i is equivalently represented by its initial state s i (0) and its actions a i (0) . . . a i (H i − 1). Since the path should be generated from the DTS M introduced in Definition 1, it should satisfy that
where s i (0) ∈ S M and a i (0), . . . , a i (H i − 1) ∈ A M are viewed as variables. Equivalently, this constraint (14) can be generated from the augmented DTS A. Finally, for each i ∈ [n], the path quantification Q i π i is equivalently represented by
Consequently, the motion planning strategy should satisfy the following formula
where P i is introduced in (14) and [Q i π i ] for i ∈ [n] is defined in (15) . Now, the formulas from (16) can be directly used as SMT queries, and solved by SMT solvers, such as Z3, Yices [20] or CVC4 [21] .
VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND CASE STUDIES
We implemented the descried symbolic synthesis method. Specifically, the conversion from the DTS and HyperLTL objectives to first-order logic expressions is implemented in Python. Then, the expressions of the form (16) are solved by the SMT solver Z3 [19] . The source code is available at [33] .
The implemented method is evaluated on several motion planning problems of a mobile robot on grid worlds with obstacles, as illustrated in Figure 7 to 11, where the black, white, red, and green colors stand for obstacles, allowable states, start states and goal states, respectively. At each step, the robot can move up, down, left or right; upon hitting an obstacle, the objective immediately fails. We focused on the HyperLTL objectives discussed in Section V-C for a finite horizon T ∈ N.
The feasible paths on 10 × 10 grids for several objectives are illustrated in Figure 7 to 11. For the privacy/opacity objectives from (12) and (13), let the partial observation be the row number of the current state of the robot, depicted by the color gradient from bottom to top. In Figure 7 , the synthesized blue path is initial-state opaque, as there exists the red path that follows the same strategy, yields the same observation along the path, and reaches the goal, but starts from a different state. In Figure 8 , the synthesized blue path is current-state opaque, as there exists the red path that starts from the same state, yields the same observation along the path, and reaches the goal, but follows a different path. It is worth noting that to achieve current-state opacity, the synthesized blue path actually waits at the bottom row for two steps to ensure another indistinguishable path can catch up.
For the robustness objectives from (9) and (10), the synthesized blue path in Figure 9 is initial-state robust, meaning the corresponding strategy is feasible for any initial state in the red region. The synthesized blue path in Figure 10 is action robust, as defined in (10) -i.e., the corresponding strategy is feasible for any single action replacement. In both cases, the blue path avoids getting close to the obstacles, in case for initial state inaccuracy or action errors. Finally, for the optimality objective from (6), the synthesized blue path in Figure 11 shows the shortest path from a red state to the green state (another shortest path is the dotted green path). Table I presents the time for synthesizing strategies for the above cases, as well as problems on larger grids; all computations were done on an Intel i7-7820X CPU @3.60GHz and RAM 32GB (only one core was used). The time horizon T was chosen such that the goal is reachable to prevent easy fails. As shown in the table, the strategy synthesis of the HyperLTL objectives can be performed in a reasonable amount of time even on nontrivial problems. As expected, there is an increase in synthesis times as the grid size and time horizon increase, since in the worst case, the size of the first-order logic formula (16) to be evaluated (i.e., solved) by Z3, can grow exponentially with the time horizon and the number of states.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed the use of HyperLTL in motion planning for specifying objectives involving the interrela- tion of multiple paths, such as optimality, robustness and privacy/opacity, which cannot be expressed by usual widely used temporal logics, such as linear temporal logic (LTL). We showed how those hyperproperties can be expressed by HyperLTL, which is an extension of LTL to multiple paths. Then, we introduced a method for symbolic synthesis of high-level planning strategies from such HyperLTL objectives, using off-the-shelf tools, and evaluated the proposed method on several motion planning case studies.
